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Having several girlfriends - the Americans, I don't know about the features of overseas education, so
I want to share with you reliable information, first-grade, so to speak. Studying in the best
universities, girlfriends more than once they told me that they have no mandatory and general
educational items that are not related to their future specialty; And they choose the curriculum on
their own.
This means that in September after the holidays, they begin to spontaneously visit a number of
lectures within their specialty, and after they independently select those items that, in their opinion,
the most necessary.
No, of course, there are basic knowledge that you want - do not want, but it will have to receive,
however, in the second year, the University of Zamar University studies those topics that are
considered the most necessary in their future profession.
And they can also visit the pairs of painting, literary and artistic circles, but only for their own
pleasure, or to consider themselves a comprehensively developed personality. Such seminars are
additional classes, but students are ready to go to the university exclusively for their visits.
Now it is clear why domestic specialists are so in demand abroad. The fact is that these are workers
of a wide profile, which, studying complex mechanisms, in parallel writing writings on pairs of
business Russian, or carry out experiments on chemistry (in the first year).
Where the imported specialist will expect the help of another narrow specialist, the domestic will
understand himself; Recall at least an episode from the immortal painting "Moscow does not believe
in tears", during the conversation of Kati and the head of the workshop of the machine breakdown.
How to build a curriculum?
I found information on the network that the curriculum can be built in two ways - concentric and
linear. Although this information is more needed for teachers, still decided to figure out what these
intricate terms mean. And so that I missed:
The concentric method is a systematic repetition of the material passed, but each time in a more
in-depth form. As a rule, it is this technique that is used in modern higher educational institutions,
colleges and professional colleges. As the practice of many years shows, the method really works in
practice, and allowed to release not one excellent person (qualified specialist).
The linear method associates the curriculum with the links of one chain. The task of the teacher is to
consistently pay attention to each link, and begin to subsequently only after the in-depth study of the

previous one.
In this case, the main focus is on logic, which binds all the links of one chain. This method of
creating a curriculum works more in schools, but can also be used in other educational institutions.
In conclusion, you can only add that not students establish a curriculum, not to cancel it or ignore it.
Kohl came to study at the university, be kind Follow with all the rules existing on its walls that have
long been working here and deposited until automatism. And the amateur, arrogance and
systematic violation of the rules are not accurate here!

